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Android terminal emulator commands root pdf

As usual with Linux, anything beyond simple use is a minor ordeal. Update: This method seems to cause the program to fall for some folks. I haven't used this feature in a while and I'm unaware of a way to work. You probably know su or sudo commands on Linux, but they don't seem to work in the Android terminal.Fortunately you can go around it via a terminal emulator setting. Here's how to do it: Install
android terminal emulator. Open the items above. Tap the Options menu icon. Tap Preferences. Go down to Shell. Enter /system/xbin/su-c/system/xbin/bash - as shown below. One thing Android has in common with Linux desktop is even the simplest ever possiblely complicated things because of engineering ideological pureness. Good shot. Return of preferences. close the terminal window . Restart the
app. Verify the request for root permissions that come up. You will now have a superuser license every time you start the terminal. Thanks bitmaster2000 for the procedure. *I suppose the main reason for this is that Android doesn't handle user/admin/root accounts in the same way linux desktop does. On Android each app is a user in the view of Linux, while Android users are something else entirely. only
for Motorola's victory for some reason every win is now half the root way you just need to command it completely to give you root access Step 1: Download Android Terminal Emulator from the market. Step 2: Open the emulator and type in the sudo, you should get the #symbol. Step 3: Type in the following code: Code: ln-s/system/xbin/sudo/system/bin/su ln-s/system/xbin/sudo/system/xbin/su Step 4:
Reboot and you should have root access NOTE: This will not install busybox, so if you wish to busybox you will have to install it from the market or manually. It only provides you with root access. There you go thanks guys: b_randon14 XDA and Android forums for making this happen kameleon, anon283326 and rebel69ization like this. 11-06-2011 09:34 PM Like 3 Worked Flawless Tone Thanks~ Did not
have to reload the terminal emulator twice, without a soft keyboard.. Apart from an infantase, I couldn't use ginger. Running 7 cm has no problems at all. 11-14-2011 07:45 am Like 0 No Problem Just Trying to Help The Motorola Victory Community 11-14-2011 12:24 PM Like 0 Worked Flawless Ton~ Do To reload the terminal emulator twice, without a soft keyboard.. Other than that fantasy, I couldn't get
ginger. Work. Running 7 cm has no problems at all. Holding the menu key brings up the keyboard in each app across the entire operating system 11-14-2011 01:28 PM like 0 I'm using an app called Ginger Break. No computer required! Posted from MOTWX435KT I am using Tapatalk 11-17-2011 09:58 like 0 Woah really you need to read no computor descriptions and not your application using and
program this guide will show you how to root Luxas via your phone without a program or computer just a read subscriber BEFORE YOU SPEAK 11-17-2011 11:55 AM LIKE 0 HTTPS://FORUMS.ANDROIDCENTRAL.COM/SHOWTHREAD.PHP?T=131861&AMP;S=A45A385250AAB4DF678E1B3F4EF0653C&AMP;P=1413206&AMP;VIEWFULL=1#POST1413206 WOAH REALLY YOU NEED TO READ
THE DESCRIPTION WITHOUT COMPUTOR NOR YOUR APPLICATION USING AND THE PROGRAM THIS GUIDE WILL SHOW YOU HOW TO ROOT INSTAL VIA YOUR PHONE WITH NO PROGRAM OR COMPUTER JUST A COMMON READ BEFORE YOU SPEAK OH HUSH , you kookooktchoo#AC likes this. 11-17-2011 12:07 PM Like 1 -.- lmao.... wow 11-17-2011 12:28 PM Like 0 You know I
was the one who figured this out. You really have to think to my credit as you don't explore this method. Also when I said no program and computer I mean as in all other root methods you either download a program to root (ginger breaker, z4root etc) or downloaded scripts or a tool on the computer (superoneclick, unrevoked) but on this phone it already had a binary superuser on it and all you had to go for
Doing this was downloading the terminal emulator from some kind to binary soda symlink to where the apps would see its root(/ system/bin/su and /system/xbin/su) and the kernel had a flaw in the ramdisk that kept it system mounted as read/write which allowed you to be able to symlink the sudo binary to su. Please add credit to me (b_randon14 SDX, XDA, and AndroidForums) kameleon and Mechele74
like this. 11-29-2011 06:03 AM Like 2 Thank You 11-29-2011 02:32 PM Like 0 worked perfectly for me. Now I can win titanium support thanks brandon and VMGuy! 12-01-2011 11:54 PM Like 0 I tried this and found this can help? 12-02-2011 08:54 AM Like 0 0 Yes it doesn't work for me. It just says in: Found do I do something wrong here? im on Android 2.2.2 shares right out of the box 12-02-2011 07:09
like 0 Yes this doesn't work for me. It just says in: Found do I do something wrong here? im on Android 2.2.2 stock right out of the box are you typing in the code correctly as said? Have you done restarting your phone once??? Try downloading Super User from the Android market and trend redue as said in the thread if that works. 12-02-2011 11:58 PM Like I tried this and found this can help? Did you write
the code like you said? Remember it's not one by one your first code and then jump to the second code. If this doesn't work download super user from the Android market again the process and reboot once done. 12-03-2011 12:05 am like 0 worked perfectly for me. Now I can win titanium support thanks brandon and VMGuy! 12-03-2011 12:08 AM Like 0 Not trying to hate, but you say no plans, so your first
step is to go to the market and download an app? Why don't you just use ginger? 12-03-2011 03:14 AM Like 0 Not trying to hate, but you say no plans, so your first step is to go to the market and download an app? Why don't you just use ginger? I understand that, well the user is great on your phone when rooting is forced by ginger break, which is where you can store and store root permissions. However
you don't need it but it's a good patient that it's evoked around once for root access. 12-03-2011 10:41 am like 0 well I got a stupid question for you. This is my first root, please don't tell me I have no business doing this since I don't know what I'm doing but everyone started from somewhere right? I went ahead and downloaded the terminal and typed in Euro and #. Now here's the stupid question is I actually
typed in the code: then not type in the second line in the rest or I typed in the code: and just type two lines? Also did I type in both lines and did I hit enter into the second line type or did I just use curse arrows? Sorry for the silly question but I want to make sure my b4 does this Do. I now have a system recovery file in my SD and secure my SD 2 card with a recovery file on it. - Thank you. Too much I have
learned so much in this forum I can't wait to customize the hell out of my phone lol. 12-11-2011 10:21 PM like 0 good thing I got a stupid question for you. This is my first root, please don't tell me I have no business doing this since I don't know what I'm doing but everyone started from somewhere right? I went ahead and downloaded the terminal and typed in Euro and #. Now here's the stupid question is I
actually typed in the code: then not type in the second line in the rest or I typed in the code: and just type two lines? Also did I type in both lines and did I hit enter into the second line type or did I just use curse arrows? Sorry for the stupid question but I want to make sure my b4 does this. I now have a system recovery file in my SD and secure my SD 2 card with a recovery file on it. Thanks to everyone too I
have learned so much in these forums I can't wait to customize the hell out of my phone lol. Have you already installed Clockworkmod Recovery? That's the only way you could possibly support system restore, or Nandroyd on the SD card. If you have Clockworkmod installed, just use it to flash the new ROM. Don't worry about the root of the stock um. 1. Root is in system files, and this will come with new
umms, so when you flash a um such as CM7 or MIUI, it will root before you boot into it. You dont need to root in the stock umm to flash the new thm. 2. This is a pointless step, having rooted in the stock um quenching nothing. It doesn't improve anything, it doesn't change anything. The biggest improvement is to move to a whole new thm. The only time you need stock ROMs is to enable or deliver the
phone, and you already support it in pure (non-face-to-face) configuration so set your own! Just flash the new thm, especially if you recover CWM. That's what I did, I can get my original um and boot into a factory um, which just operates out of the box. And still go to a full rooted custom rom. No need to do anything in between. 12-11-2011 10:32 pm Like 0 Yes I cwm going on my phone. I see what you're
saying I'm going to mess with some of the umies out there I'm my second mountain on Cyber Monday for $110 and do it under my wife's account so if I mess this phone up it's no big deal playing me on my phone. Besides, I got everything back, so I have to be nice. 12-12-2011 01:10 am like cm7 going now. All I can say is, wow. It was a lot easier then I thought it would be now just watching some YouTube
videos to get what I want this phone to look like. Thanks again 12-12-2011 01:41 like 0 the only reason I really want to root is because of the bloating on this phone. I want to get rid of it so my battery lasts more than 6 hours without charging. It would be a much better seller if not for that main IMHO issue. Thanks again 12-12-2011 09:58 am like 0 No problems any deserves to help im in stock tho lol 12-12-
2011 03:14 PM like 0 my Android rizon and everytim I enter my soda code instead #... helllpppp please do me on this yesterday for 06-21-2012 12:39 pm like 0 0
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